
AKVIS Coloriage AI 15: Add Color to Your Black & White Photos!
March 20, 2024 — AKVIS is excited to announce the release of Coloriage AI 15! The new version uses
artificial  neural  networks and machine learning technologies for photo colorization.  The update also
offers new post-processing tools and other changes.

The photo colorization software by AKVIS is AI-powered now!

AKVIS Coloriage AI is a groundbreaking photo colorizing program which provides realistic looking results.
The software has long been popular and is widely used in colorization and restoration projects.

With  the  advanced  technologies  introduced  in  the  update,  users  can  add  lifelike  colors  to  photos
efficiently and effortlessly.

Version 15 integrates innovative technologies of artificial intelligence and machine learning.

Now the software has two modes: AI (Artificial Intelligence) and Classic (the previous algorithm).

In  AI  mode,  the  software  uses  a  trained  neural  network  that  colorizes  black  and  white  photos,
recognizing edges without going beyond the contours and applying colors as close as possible to reality.
Unlike many other AI colorization tools and services based on machine learning, Coloriage AI does not
require an Internet connection. It works in the full-featured mode, both in the trial period and under the
lifetime license.

In Classic mode, users can colorize the image using colored strokes, as they did in the previous versions
of the program.

The update also offers new post-processing tools that help to enhance the result,  as well  as other
changes.

Download AKVIS Coloriage AI 15 and try all features during the 10-day trial period.

The  software  is  cross-platform  and  runs  on  Windows  7/8/8.1/10/11,  macOS  10.12  (Sierra)-macOS  14
(Sonoma), and Linux - 64-bit. The program offers a multi-language user interface.

AKVIS Coloriage AI  is available as a standalone application and plugin for AliveColors by AKVIS,  Adobe
Photoshop, Corel PaintShop Pro, Affinity Photo, ON1 Photo RAW, and other compatible graphics editors.

The product comes in Home (either Plugin or Standalone, $ 75), Home Deluxe (Plugin & Standalone, $ 90),
and Business (Plugin & Standalone for commercial use, $ 199) versions (lifetime licenses). The update is
free for users who bought the software in the last 12 months. Users, whose licenses are older and are
not valid for the new version, can get Coloriage AI 15 for only $14.95.

Nonprofit organizations involved in conservation and restoration of photographic archives having cultural
value can get a free version of AKVIS Coloriage AI.

For more details about the software, please visit akvis.com.

 

AKVIS (akvis.com)  specializes  in  the  development  of  photo  &  video  processing  software.  Since  the
company's launch in 2004, it has released a wide selection of successful multi-platform products. The
company always keeps up with the times,  updates its products with cutting-edge technologies,  and
launches innovative, inspiring products.
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